IAUPE Medieval Symposium
20-21 July 2019
Gultowy Palace

Saturday 20th July 2019

10.30 Opening words

10.40-11.55 Session 1: Old English prose and poetry
Chair: Michiko Ogura, Tokyo Woman’s Christian University, Japan,

Andrew Breeze, University of Navarre, “Death in battle: King Oswald and Maserfelth in 642”
Richard North, University of London, “Danes and the Danelaw in the West-Saxon Judith”
Peter Orton, Queen Mary University of London, “Exeter Book Riddles 48 and 49: Trautmann’s ‘Inscribed Ring’ revived”

11.55-12.15 Coffee break

12.15-13.30 Session 2: Old and Middle English verse and Old English grammar
Chair: Rafał Molencki, University of Silesia

Taro Ishiguro, Meiji University, “The grammatical subject in parentheses in Old English poems”
Michiko Ogura, Tokyo Woman’s Christian University, “He forbead þæt hi ne weopon: A negative element in the þæt-clause introduced by a verb of prohibition”

13.30-14.30 Lunch break

14.30-16.15 Session 3: Middle English poetry (romances)
Chair: Javier Martín Arista, University of La Rioja

Barbara Kowalik, University of Warsaw, “Implications in the composition of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight for the poem’s delivery”
Hans Sauer, University of Munich, “The Middle English romance Richard Coer de Lion and its use of binomials”
Claire Vial, Sorbonne Nouvelle Paris 3, “Away, with words”: Richard Coer de Lion and the bestiary of conquest”

16.40 Sight-seeing (Palace grounds)

18.00 Concert

19.00 Conference dinner
Sunday 21st July 2019

9.00-10.15
Session 4: Historical Linguistics
Chair: Daniel Donoghue, Harvard University

Jerzy Nykiel, University of Bergen, “So that in clauses of result and purpose in Old English and Middle English”
Rafał Molencki, University of Silesia, “The grammaticalization of the epistemic adverb perhaps in Late Middle and Early Modern English”
Letizia Vezzosi, University of Florence, “When a lexical borrowing becomes an ideological tool: The case of Saint Erkenwald”

10.15-10.35 Coffee break

10.35-11.50
Session 5: Old English and Middle English in the Modern Period; Conclusion of Historical Linguistics
Chair: Liliana Sikorska, Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznan

Jane Toswell, University of Western Ontario, “Nineteenth century women medievalists known and unknown”
Oliver Traxel, University of Stavanger, “Old English Words in Modern Contexts: The resurrection or reforming of extinct lexical items”
Javier Martín Arista, University of La Rioja, “The syntax and semantics of Old English verbs of rejoicing”

11.50-12.00 Closing words

All delegates will travel together to Gultowy Palace in the morning of 20th July (Saturday). The Palace offers rooms for the one night of the conference (see the registration forms for details). After the conference the delegates will be transported back to Poznan. Please note that we do not provide accommodation for the nights before and after the Symposium. The delegates remaining in Poznan for the main IAUPE are kindly asked to book their own accommodation for the duration of the main conference. More details are available in the registration forms. Please contact dr Katarzyna Bronk-Bacon for more information and help: kbronk@wa.amu.edu.pl.